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EXPERIMENT I
Psychological research is ideally based on data which have been
derived from precisely controlled situations in which the subjects'
responses are automatically recorded, and distracting stimuli are
minimal.

In applied research in the natural environment however,

many variables cannot be controlled, and it is impractical to use
many of the automatic recording devices typically located in the
laboratory.

These devices may lack the capacity to discriminate

between various complex behaviors without interfering with the
response that is to be measured, or may be too cumbersome or expen
sive for practical use.

Whatever the reason, applied researchers

have frequently turned to human observers to record the data.
Researchers may select from a wide variety of recording methods
to obtain these data.
advantages.

Each method has its' own advantages and dis

Hall (1971) indicates that duration recording is used

to determine how long a behavior lasts, but it fails to indicate how
many response events occurred.

Event recording on the other hand,

makes a cumulative record of discrete events, but fails to indicate
duration.

When the observer is required to perform other duties

during the recording period, a time sampling procedure is prescribed.
Time sampling also has the advantage of being sensitive to both the
frequency and the duration of the response.

Interval recording

is also sensitive to both the frequency and the duration of the
response while it has the added advantage of allowing the observer to
measure several responses concurrently.

l

This facilitates a more
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precise determination of the nature of the independent variable
(Hawkins, Peterson, Schweid, and Bijou, 1966).

It also facilitates

the monitoring of various behaviors which reflect possible side
effects, such as response induction (Sajwaj, Twardosz, and Burke,
1972).

Finally, concurrent response recording permits the use of

multiple baseline procedures to demonstrate that the independent
variable was the true cause of the observed change in response rate
without requiring each response to be recorded by different
observers.

Thus, it reduces interobserver bias as a source of

variability between the responses.
However, simultaneous recording may reduce the accuracy of the
obtained results.

Since the human organism has a limited capacity

for processing incoming stimuli, some stimuli will be perceived,
while others will not.

As the number of different behaviors one

simultaneously records increases, the number of behaviors that one
disregards will also be likely to increase.

Presumably the aspects

of behavior which are disregarded will not be exactly the same for
each observer, and thus, the observer reliability score (i.e. the
agreement between the observers as they concurrently record the
subject's responses) will decrease with each increment of the number
of behaviors an observer simultaneously records.
If this hypothesis were to be confirmed, studies such as those
of Baer (1968); Thomas, Becker, and Armstrong (1968); Walker and
Buckley (1972); and Wasik, Senn, Welch, and Cooper (1969) in which
observers record from 8 to 32 behavior categories simultaneously
would have to be questioned.

This study therefore, shall assess
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the changes in observer reliability scores as a function of the
number of different behaviors being simultaneously recorded.
When human observers are used to record data rather than
electronic or mechanical recording, the agreement between the
observers must be assessed.

This observer reliability is necessary

to determine not only if behavior was changed, but also whose be
havior was changed (Baer, Wolf, and Risely, 1968; and Hall, 1971).
The changes in the data during an experiment may be attributed to
changes in the observer's recording behavior rather than to changes
in the subject's behavior (Kass and O'Leary, 1970; O'Leary and Kent,
1963).

Since the accuracy of one's observations tend to be

reduced when the observers are led to believe that their data will
not be checked for accuracy (O'Leary and Kent, 1973; Reid, 1970;
Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, and O'Leary, 1971), studies which fail
to assess reliability, or which obtain unacceptably low reliability
scores, have a potential for considerable data error.

This data

error may obscure any differential effect caused by the treatment,
or may generate artificial effects, especially if the error is not
random.

Thus, the lack of highly reliable data may cause misinter

pretations of the data, either by falsely identifying a causative
relationship in the data, or by obscuring true causative relations,
while a high observer reliability score should assure one that the
recorded data were not influenced by idiosyncratic recording.

Since

the reliability score provides an index of the amount of measurement
error contained within the data, it provides an indication of how
many data are necessary to provide a sensitive evaluation of the

treatment effects.
Because interval recording gives an indication of both fre
quency, and duration of the observed behavior (Hall, 1971), it has
been used extensively.

Of all the studies reported in the Journal of

Applied Behavior Analysis from 1968 to 1972, approximately 40% used
interval recording.

Of this group, approximately 70% used the

traditional interval-by-interval (I-I) method of calculating the
observer reliability score (Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).

This method

computes observer reliability according to the following formula:
Agreements
Agreements + Disagreements X lOO
(Bijou, Peterson, and Ault, 1968; Hall, 1971; Hawkins and Dotson,
1972).

The agreements in this formula include those intervals where

both observers record that the behavior occurred, as well as those
intervals where both observers agree that the behavior was absent.
Disagreements only include those intervals where an observer
records that the behavior occurred, while the other observer
records that the behavior failed to occur.

However, this method of

computing interval reliability has the potential for inflating the
observer reliability scores during periods when the response rate
is either very low or very high (Bijou, et .§1.., 1968; Bijou, Peter
son, Harris, Allen, and Johnson, 1969; and Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).
Using this method of calculation, one could obtain nearly 100%
agreement on very low rates of responding with one observer
sleeping the entire session.

Furthermore, high agreement could be

obtained with high response rates even if the observers were record-
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ing different behaviors (Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).

Since both

behaviors occur very frequently, they would both be scored as
occurring in most intervals.

Therefore, there would be agreement

that the behavior occurred in those intervals, and thus, a high
observer reliability score would be obtained.
This artificial inflation of the reliability score could be
reduced for low rates of response by redefining agreements to include
only those intervals where the observers agree that the behavior did
occur.

This scored-interval (S-I) method of computing reliability,

however, also has some serious limitations.

At high rates of

response, it maintains the potential for the inflated reliability
scores found in the interval-by-interval (I-I) method.

As the

response rate declines, S-I increasingly becomes a very stringent
measure of observer agreement, so that at extremely low response
rates it becomes so sensitive to small discrepancies that a change
of one interval in one observer's recording could change the
reliability from 0% to 100% (Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).

This occurs

because the S-I method fails to take all instances of agreement into
account.

Those intervals containing agreements that the behavior

was absent are discarded from the computation.

The S-I method

of calculating agreement of the data recorded by two independent
observers employs the following formula:
Number of agreements that response occurred X 100
Number of agreements and disagreements that
response occurred.
(Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).
Inflated reliability scores due to high rates of response or
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long intervals, may be reduced by utilizing the unscored-interval
(U-I) method.

This method computes the reliability score in the

same manner as the S-I method, except that the agreements that the
behavior did not occur are used in place of the agreements that the
response did occur.

Thus, the U-I method is computed as follows:

Number of agreements that response did not occur
X 100
Number of agreements and disagreements that
response did not occur
(Hawkins and Dotson, 1972).
Unfortunately, the U-I method of computing interval reliability
has the same limitations at very high response rates that the S-I
method has at very low response rates, and vice versa.

Thus, the

U-I method contains the potential for inflated reliability scores at
very low rates of response, while it becomes increasingly sensitive
to small discrepancies in the responses of the observer pair as the
response rate increases.
Since neither the S-I nor the U-I methods appear to be adequate
when used alone, Bijou,� al. (1968) suggests that the degree of
inflation in interval recording due to very high, or very low rates
of response be determined by computing two reliability scores.

The

S-I method would be used to compensate for low rates of response,
while the U-I method compensates for high frequency behavior.

How

ever, even when both scores are presented the researcher must
recognize that depending upon the response rate, one or the other of
these scores are inflated.

Hawkins and Dotson (1972) therefore

suggest averaging the two scores.

This utilizes all the instances of

agreement between the observers, and should therefore reduce the
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extreme sensitivity with small discrepancies in the responses of the
observer pair encountered at extremely high or low rates of response.
However, even this measure is influenced by frequency, although it
should not be influenced to the extent of the I-I, S-I, or U-I
methods.

This study therefore, also investigated the amount of in

fluence the obtained response rate had on the reliability scores
derived from the four different methods of calculating interval
reliability.
METHOD
Observers
Three pairs of observers were selected because of their exper
ience in observing and recording behavior in the classroom using
interval recording procedures.

Of the four undergraduate, and two

graduate students who volunteered, two undergraduates received
credit toward a psychology course, and were presented leather wrist
counters as compensation for their work.

The other four observers

were taken out for a pizza, and received leather wrist counters as a
small token of appreciation for their time.
Apparatus and Subjects Observed
Videotapes were filmed at various times during the school day
in a classroom of approximately ten emotionally disturbed children
aged 9 through 12.

Although many students were generally visible on

the monitor, the camera followed only one of three selected students
at a time.

Three possible subjects were selected in order to

increase the generality of the data, and so that videotaping could
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occur even if one or two of the subjects were absent for all, or a
portion of the videotaped period.

No attempt was ever made to

influence in any way the behavior of these subjects.
The videotape equipment was utilized in order to allow the
observers to view the tapes at a time that was mutually convienient
to them, and to the experimenter.

Since Romanczyk, Kent, Diament,

and O'Leary (1973) indicate that observational recordings obtained
via closed circuit television are comparible in frequency and
reliability to scores obtained in vivo, it was felt that the video
tape would not impair the recording.
These videotapes were viewed in a vacant university classroom,
which had been modified for experimental work, on a 23 inch tele
vision set placed on the floor approximately seven feet in front
of the observer pair.

In order to insure independent recording, the

observers sat in two table-chairs which were separated by a six by
five foot partitian such that visual contact between the observers
was impossible.

Data sheets (Appendix A) for recording the

responses were distributed to each observer at the onset of each
session, which was approximately 2 hours in duration.
In order to minimize the effect of variability between tapes,
and increase the generality of the data, the tapes were not presented
in the same order for each observer pair.

Thus, an unusually high

or low rate of response during one segment of tape would probably
be distributed across different conditions for each observer pair.
This order of presentation was also necessitated by the two month
difference in starting times between the first observer pair and that
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of the other two observer pairs, since the videotapes were erased and
new situations recorded as soon as all the groups observing at that
time had viewed them.

This was necessary since there was a limited

supply of videotapes, while each group was to view the scenes of a
specific situation only once.
During the initial training sessions, the first observer pair
wore headphones in order to minimize the effects of distracting
noises and clearly transmit the audio signal from the video monitor.
However, this was discontinued well before the experimental sessions
were begun because the external noises were found to be minimal and
since the tones marking the recording intervals were not tied in to
the headphones.

These demarkation tones were recorded on audio tape

at ten second intervals from an electric horn which was activated for
one second by an electric repeating timer.

It soon became apparent

that a voice was also required in order to indicate not only the
limits of each interval, but also identify in which interval the
observers should be recording.

This voice was therefore added early

in the training sessions of the first group and before the other
two groups started training.

These recorded tones and voice then

served to syncronize the observers' recording such that each observer
in the pair recorded each interval during the identical time period
as his partner.

This procedure also avoided the necessity of

frequent visual clock checks by the observers to determine when to
start marking in a new interval.

Clock checks have the disadvantage

of periodically drawing the observer's attention from the monitor to
view the clock.
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Observer Training
Although all of the observers were experienced interval
recorders, a period of training was enacted in order to insure that
they were familiar with each of the definitions and with the proce
dure.

Each observer pair trained separately, and began their

training by reading and signing a pledge to be prompt in attending
the sessions, and refrain from comparing notes with any of the other
observers (Appendix B).

They then read an introductory paragraph on

interval recording (Hall, 1971), followed by instructions on how to
properly use the recording equipment.

This included an orientation

to proper procedures for recording the data on the provided charts.
The marking of a one to three letter code indicated that the design
ated behavior was observed to occur, and a
designated behavior failed to occur.

1

1- 1
1

indicated that the

These code letters were

developed to be easily associated with the definition it represented,
so that when multiple recording began, the reliability scores
would not suffer from a mark which was mistakenly recorded in the
wrong place.

The observers were also instructed to record a res

ponse which began during the demarkation tone as occurring only in
the subsequent interval, and the first observer pair was given a
demonstration of proper headphone use.

A five minute session was

then completed by each group to insure that the observers understood
the procedure.
Finally, each observer received a 2 page list of 15 definitions
to memorize for a quiz to be given at the next session.

These

definitions (Appendix C) were, with five exceptions, obtained from
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two studies that employed multiple behavior codes (Madsen, Becker,
and Thomas, 1968; and Walker and Buckley, 1972).
were:

These definitions

Mouthing Objects, Initiation to Peer, Peer Initiation, Work,

Not Attending, Recitation, Appropriate Group Behavior or Normative
Behavior, Verbalization, Turning Around, and Volunteers.

The five

exceptions -- Bad Posture, Sitting at Table, Proximity, Picking
Objects off Floor, and Inappropriate Fine Motor -- were developed to
provide supplemental definitions whose topography would overlap the
published definitions as little as possible.
The second training session began with a quiz over the entire
collection of definitions.

The critical points contained in each

definition had been previously determined, and if the observer's
definition contained each of these points, it was deemed to be
correct.

If it failed to contain each of these points, or if it

contained extra points, the definition was deemed to be incorrect,
and was returned to the observer with instructions of what was
wrong, or missing.

Ten minute trials containing 10 units of 1 min

ute duration were then run on as many of the correct definitions as
time in the session allowed.

Each 1 minute interval consisted of 5

recording intervals lasting 10 seconds each, followed by a 10 second
rest interval.

Throughout these trials, the observer was to record

the responses of only one designated subject.
In the following sessions, the same procedure was utilized,
except that each definition which had not previously been used
in practice recording was written separately, evaluated immediately,
and if correct, recorded for a 10 minute trial.

If the definition
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was incorrect, the errors were pointed out, and another definition
was picked for quizzing and recording.

This process was continued

until all the definitions had been adequately defined, and recorded
for one 10 minute session.

During this period no collaboration

between the observers was permitted.

If an observer indicated that

he had a question concerning certain provisions of a definition, he
was instructed to refer back to the written definition and establish
his own conclusion the best he could.

Thus, no assistance was

available either from the experimenter or from the observer's
partner in interpreting the definition.

This served to minimize

the effect of implicit interpretations of the explicit definition.
Once the observer pair had accurately recorded a 10 minute
trial for each defined behavior, a new procedure was enacted for
each defined behavior on which the observer pair previously had
failed to meet an S-I criterion of 70%.

This procedure consisted of

5 minutes collaboration in which the videotape was stopped and rerun,
if necessary, when the observers disagreed, followed by 5 minutes
without collaboration, which was used to assess observer reliability.
The videotapes wer� rerun as many times as necessary during colla
boration to aid the observers in making a mutual decision of whether
the observed behavior should be recorded according to the definition.
Both the collaboration trials and the trials without collaboration
were also segmented into blocks of five recording or collaboration
trials, each having 10 seconds duration, followed by one 10 second
rest trial.

Immediate feedback on the reliability scores was then

provided to the observers.

These five minute collaboration, five
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minute reliability sequences were then repeated with new sections of
videotape which had not been previously viewed by the observer pair
for each definition on which the pair had not met the 70% criterion.
This cycle was then again repeated for all those definitions which
still failed to meet the criterion, until each of the 15 definitions
had attained a S-I reliability of 70%.

At this point, another quiz

was given to insure that the observers still remembered all aspects
of the definitions.

If they forgot a critical point, they were

quizzed on that definition again before the experimental sessions
commenced.

The time required to complete this entire training

procedure ranged from 10 to 12 session hours for an observer pair.
Procedure
Each experimental session consisted of six, 15 minute periods
in which the observers independently recorded the responses of one
subject viewed on the video monitor.

The subject and observers

were in the same setting respectively, as that described during
training.

No collaboration was allowed during these sessions, and

no section of videotape was ever viewed twice by the same observer
pair.
The six periods in each session corresponded to the six experi
mental conditions, each involving the recording of a different
number of behaviors.

The six conditions consisted of recording

14 ! 11, 9, 6, 4, or 1 behavior(s) concurrently.

By presenting each

condition in each session, the extraneous variables that could
affect daily performance (fatigue, different activity in the class
room being taped, recording of a different child's behavior, etc.)
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were distributed across all conditions.
Other possible sources of bias were also guarded against by
partially balancing the design (Table 1).

Each of the 15 behaviors

was recorded approximately the same number of times (range 1 to 3)
during the two conditions in which a small number of behaviors (1 or
4 at a time) were recorded, 6 times during the conditions in which
a moderate number of behaviors (6 or 9 at a time) were recorded and
9 to 11 times during the conditions in which a large number of
behaviors (11 or 14 at a time) were simultaneously recorded.1
This was designed to guard against differences between the definitions.
Sequence effects were guarded against by arranging to have each
condition occur once in each of the six periods, and by having each
condition follow any other particular condition no more than twice.
This degree of balancing in the design appeared likely to be adequate,
and made it possible to conduct the experiment in a total of 6
sessions (36 periods) after training was completed.

A fully balanced

design with six conditions would require 15 sessions.

This was not

considered to be feasible due to practical limitations imposed by
the termination of the school year.
Each period commenced with the experimenter's reading all the
definitions that were to be used during that 15 minute period while
the observers filled in this information on their data sheets.

The

1Recitation and Picking Objects Off the Floor occurred once
less than the average in the small conditions and once more than the
average in the large conditions. Conversely, Work and Normative
Behavior occurred once less than the average in the large conditions,
and once more than the average in the small conditions.

TABLE l
Partially Balanced Experimental Design for Experiment I
Each of the six sessions was subdivided into six periods
of 15 minutes duration. Each session contains each of the
experimental conditions in one, and only one period, and
includes each definition three times. Similarly, each period
contains each of the experimental conditions in one session,
and includes each definition 3 times. If the conditions are
grouped into small, medium, and large categories according
to the number of behaviors simultaneously recorded, each of
these categories contains each definition approximately the
same number of times within that category. Finally, each
condition occurred no more than twice following any other
particular condition. The symbols in the table represent
the following definitions (see Appendix C for complete
definition):
MO Mouthing Objects
BP Bad Posture
IP Initiation to Peer
PI Peer Initiation
w Work
NA Not Attending
ST Sitting at Table
p Proximity

Recitation
Picking Objects off Floor
NB Appropriate Group Behavior
or Normative Behavior
IFM Inappropriate Fine Motor
VE Verbalization
TA Turning Around
VO Volunteers
R
PF

15

16

TABLE l
Period
Session

A

B

C

BP,IP
PI,W
NA ,ST
P,PF
R,IFM
NB,VE
TA.VO
MO,IP
P, R
NB,VE
TA,VO
IFM

l

MO

MO,IP
PI,ST
PF,IFM
VE,TA
VO

2

BP,PI
W,NA
ST,PF

MO,BP
PI,W
NA,P
R,NB
TA,VO
IFM

3

R,IFM
TA,VO

MO,BP
IP,W
NA,ST
P,PF
R,IFM
NB,VE
TA,VO
NA

MO,BP
PI,IP
W,NA
ST,P
PF,NB
VE

ST,P
R,PF
NB,VE

TA

BP,IP
PI,W

MO,PI
W,ST
R,VO

4

MO,IP
PI,W
ST,P
R,NB
VE,TA
VO

5

MO,BP
IP,PI
W,NA
ST,P
R,IFM
PF,NB
VE. VO
BP,IP
NA,P
PF,NB
IFM
VE,TA

6

I
•

D

E

F

MO,ST
P, R

BP,W
NA,P
R,NB

BP,IP
PI,W
NA,PF
NB,IFM
VE,TA
VO

PF

IP,ST
PF,VE

BP,NB
VE,TA

PI

MO,BP
IP,PI
W,NA
ST,P
R,IFM
NB,VE
TA.VO
MO,IP
PI,W
NA,ST
P, R
PF

VO

IFM
IP,PI
W,NA
P, R
NB,VE
VO

BP,NA
PF
IFM

MO,BP
IP,PI
W,NA
I ST,R
PF,TA
IFM
I

I

I

MO,BP
IP,PI
W,NA
ST,P
PF,NB
VE,TA
VO,IFM

MO,BP
IP,PI
W,ST
P,PF
R,IFM
NB,VE
TA,VO
MO,BP
IP,PI
W,NA
IFM
TA,VO

MO,BP
ST,PF
IFM
TA

MO,NA
ST,P
R,PF
NB,VE
IFM
TA,VO

R

P,NB
VE,VO
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sound tape containing the interval demarcations and a new section of
videotape not previously viewed by that particular observer pair were
then played for a 15 minute period, after which a new set of behav
iors began.
completed.

This continued until the six periods of the session were
One session of approximately two hours duration was com-

pleted per day.
Reliability was computed at the conclusion of each session util
zing the I-I method, as well as the S-I method, which minimizes in
flated scores with low rates of responding, and the U-I method, which
minimizes the inflation associated with high rates of responding.
Using these three reliability scores, a cross-checking procedure was
developed (Appendix D) to insure that the data was accurately report
ed.

The percent of intervals in which each behavior occurred, and

the average of the S-I and U-I scores were computed later.

At no

time during the study was any of this information made available to
the observers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reliability as a Function of the Number of Behaviors Simultaneously
Recorded
In order to determine if the number of behaviors the observers
simultaneously recorded did, in fact, systematically influence the
obtained reliability score, an average score of all 15 definitions
was computed for each of the six conditions using the I-I, U-I, S-I,
and averaged S-I, U-I methods of calculating observer reliability
(Fig. 1).

Since these data appear to approximate a linear trend more

closely than the expected curvilinear trend, a linear trend analysis

Figure 1
Observer Reliability and Response Rate Across Conditions
Observer reliability, calculated by the I-I, U-I, S-I,
and the averaged S-I, U-I methods, is presented for each of
the six conditions. The bottom two lines indicate the per
cent of the intervals in which a response occurs. For the
line with squares as response rate indicators, a response
is counted as occurring if either observer scored the res
ponse as occurring, while the solid dotted line scores were
counted only if both observers agreed that the response
occurred.
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was conducted with the assumption that the six conditions were
equally spaced.

It was thereby determined that the number of defini

tions one recorded simultaneously (up to, and including 14 defini
tions at a time) failed to significantly influence the averaged S-I,
U-I reliability score, since the linear trend analysis yielded an
F-test score of 0.014 (p

>

.05), or the S-I �eliability score

(F = 0.014, p > .05) averaged across all conditions.

Because the

I-I, and U-I methods of calculating observer reliability appear to
have been influenced even less by the number of behaviors being
recorded simultaneously, a trend analysis was not deemed to be
necessary.
Although the number of behaviors that are recorded simultaneous
ly (observer load) had no general effect that is apparent across the
15 behaviors when agreement scores for all behaviors are averaged, it
is quite possible that observer load does produce either a decrement
or facilitation of accurate recording with some behaviors.

For ex

ample, the recording of a very infrequent behavior by itself may tend
to produce inattention (even slumber) on an observers part, while re
cording that same behavior in combination with other behaviors would
produce more alertness and accurate observing.

However, the record

ing of a behavior that is difficult to detect may compete with the
recording of other behaviors, and thus, an increase in observer load
might produce a decrement in the accuracy of recording that
difficult-to-detect-behavior.

Therefore, combinations of these and

other effects could cancel each other with the result that no clear
effect emerges.

A one-factor Repeated Measure ANOVA was therefore conducted for
each definition to determine if a significant difference could be
observed between the reliability scores across the six conditions.
If a significant difference did exist, a linear trend analysis was
performed.

The results (Table 2) yield only two definitions for

which there was significant difference between conditions, and these
differences are far from forming a trend, since the linear trend F
test scores for these two definitions -- Mouthing Objects, and Reci
tation -- equal 0.0039 (p > .25) and 0.0159 (p �

.25) respectively.

The averaged S-I, U-I reliability scores for these two definitions
2
are reported in Figure 2.

Considering these results, either the observer's capacity to
perceive and accurately process stimuli associated with numerous
different behaviors was much greater than anticipated, or the behav
iors which were disregarded were consistent between each observer
pair.

However, if numerous behaviors were increasingly disregarded

by the observers as they recorded more behaviors simultaneously, a
decrease in the percentage of intervals in which a response was re
corded would be expected.
(Fig. 1).

This decrease was not observed to occur

The recorded response rate remained relatively stable

across the five multiple recording conditions, and was lowest when
only one behavior was recorded at a time.

Apparently, one may record

at least 14 behaviors at a time while maintaining the reliability
score at an adequate level.
2These scores were obtained by adding together all instances of
within-pair agreement, as calculated by both the S-I, and the U-I
methods, for the three observer pairs. From these summed scores, the
averaged S-I, U-I observer reliability scores were derived and plotted
for each of the six conditions.
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TABLE 2
Tests of Significance Across the Six Conditions
A one-factor Repeated Measures ANOVA F-score is
reported for each of the 15 defined behaviors for the
averaged S-I, U-I observer reliability score across the
six conditions. If the F-test score is significant, a
linear trend analysis score is also reported.
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TABLE 2
Definition
Symbol

1-Factor Repeated ANOVA
F
Probability

MO

3.444*

0.045

BP

0.885

0.514

IP

0.614

0.631

PI

2.851

0.075

w

1.172

0.392

NA

1.011

0,460

ST

0.076

0.988

p

1.471

0.297

R

5.337*

0.012

PF

o.716

0.626

NB

0.137

0.964

IFM

1.035

0.446

VE

2.093

0.174

TA

2.549

0.098

VO

0.226

0.916

If F Significant,
Linear Trend Analysis
Probability
F
0.00386

p

>

.25

0.0159

p>
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Figure 2
Averaged S-I, U-I Observer Reliability Scores
for Mouthing Objects, and Recitation
Across the Six Conditions
The averaged S-I, U-I observer reliability scores
for Mouthing Objects and Recitation -- the two defined
behaviors that obtained a significant F-test score -
are presented across the six experimental conditions.
Each score was averaged across all 15 definitions, and
all 3 observer pairs.
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Since the response rate has a slope which is less than the S-I
slope, but more than the U-I slope, the response rate more closely
matches the averaged S-I, U-I score than either the S-I, or the U-I
scores alone (Fig. 1).

In fact, the response rate based on tabula

tion of a response only when both observers agree that the response
occurred is correlated slightly more with the averaged S-I, U-I
reliability score (r = .989) than it is when the rate is computed on
the basis of either observers' having recorded its occurrence (r =
.959).

This correlation is nearly perfect.

Thus, it appears that

the averaged S-I, U-I score in this study fails to perform its
intended function of reducing the influence of response rate on the
reliability score at a moderately low response rate.

Instead, it is

the one measure of reliability that appears to be influenced the most
by the rate of response. As expected, the U-I reliability score
computed alone can not be predicted from the rate of response (F =
0.15, p > .05) since it is influenced more at high response rates.
Similarly, the correlation between the I-I method of computing reli
ability, and the rate of response failed to be strong enough to be
of predictive value (F = 4.776, p > .05), although it was more
highly correlated with the rate of response than was the U-I score.
The results of experiment I indicate that one can record at
least 14 behaviors at a time without affecting the observer reliabil
ity score.

Further investigation shall be required to determine how

many behaviors can be recorded simultaneously before the reliability
score declines significantly.

This study also found that the

response rate had a profound effect on the S-I, and averaged S-I, U-I
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methods of calculating observer reliability.

Studies which

systematically vary the response rate therefore are also needed
to extend the generality of the findings, and to determine what
influence the response rate has on the various methods of calculating
reliability.
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Reliability as a Function of Response Rate
Previous studies (Bijou, et al., 1968; Hawkins and Dotson, 1972)
have indicated that the observer reliability scores obtained using
the S-I, and U-I methods at low response rates, and the U-I and I-I
methods at high response rates, are highly unreliable indicators of
definition adequacy, observer competence,and believability of the
experimental effects due to the influence of the response rate of
the recorded behavior.

As a partial remedy for this problem, Hawkins

and Dotson (1972) suggest an averaged S-I, U-I score.

In order to

determine the degree to which the rates of response encountered in
this study influenced the observer reliability score, a multiple
linear regression analysis was performed for each of the four
different methods of computing reliability.

It was found that 9%

of the U-I reliability score variation, 76% of the I-I score varia
tion, 98% of the S-I score variation, and 98.7% of the averaged S-I,
U-I reliability score variation could be attributed to the variation
in the response rate.

Thus, the S-I, and the averaged S-I, U-I

reliability score in this study can be predicted soley on the basis
of the response rate (F = 95.75, p
respectively)!

<

.005; and F = 118.17, p < .005

What is even more surprising is that the averaged

S-I, U-I score is even more closely correlated to the response rate
than is the S-I reliability score alone.

This occurs because the

relatively large increase in the S-I score between the condition in
which one behavior is recorded at a time, and that in which four
behaviors are recorded at a time is reduced when it is averaged
with the U-I score, which has a slope in the opposite direction.

EXPERIMENT II
In addition to the method of computation, the rate of response,
and the method of recording, reliability may be influenced by the
adequacy of the definition.

Hawkins (1972) maintains that the

definition should be precise enough " •••so that someone new to your
situation could come in, read this definition and be able to record
behavior just as objectively and accurately as you are (p. 14)."
Thus, the written definition should be able to stand by itself,
without oral elaboration, for oral elaboration may bias the observer's
recording so that they adjust their rating criteria to match those
of the reliability assessor (Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, and O'Leary,
1971), or to coincide with the expected goals of the researcher
(Barber and Silver, 1970; Kass and O'Leary, 1970).
Unfortunately, some definitions in the published research
apparently are insufficient to obtain an adequate degree of observer
reliability without oral elaboration, or other such training that
builds implicit definitions (Dobes, 1972).

In order to facilitate

the development of definitions which would not need implicit additions
to make them highly reliable, Hawkins (1973) prepared some guidelines
for determining the adequacy of a good definition.

The second

portion of this study was therefore designed to test the adequacy of
these guidelines by determining the degree to which the clarity,
completeness, and objectivity of each definition taken singly can
predict the agreement of response occurrence within each observer
pair with no collaboration allowed between the observers.
29
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METHOD
Observers
The observers included the three pairs of observers utilized
throughout Experiment I, plus an additional pair of graduate students
trained in the same manner.

The data from th� first three pairs of

observers were obtained during the training phase of Experiment I,
when each observer "memorized" each definition and recorded the
defined behavior without any elaboration by the experimenter or
collaboration with his fellow observer (see Experiment I).

The data

from the fourth pair of observers were obtained in the same manner as
those from the first three pairs, and at approximately the same time,
but the fourth pair of observers did not continue as observers
through Experiment I.

The data from these four observer pairs were

correlated with ratings of the same definitions by eight raters.
Raters
The raters were eight volunteer graduate students who had
satisfactorily completed a course containing extensive instruction
and experience in data collection and definition construction.
Procedure
Each rater received a packet which included a copy of Hawkins'
(1973) paper on the "Characteristics of a Good Definition" (Appendix
E), a list of definitions (Appendix C), and 18 rating forms (Appendix
F) each containing 13 questions, and the instructions for completing
the forms.

He was then instructed to complete the forms for each

definition such that strong agreement with each question was scored
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as a 1, agreement as a 2, uncertain as a 3, disagreement as a 4, and
When he was finished, he was instructed

strong disagreement as a 5.

to return the packet to a designated box where the experimenter
could collect it.

The rater was then asked if he had any questions

pertaining to the procedure.
the data were to be used.

He was never given any indication how

This procedure of completing the forms

required approximately 90 minutes.
Since these scores in their present form yield a negative
correlation between the three criteria of definition adequacy -clarity, completeness, and objectivity

and the observer reliabil-

ity score when a very good definition is being judged, and yield
a positive correlation with a poor definition, the scores were
transformed such that a score of l was counted as a 5, and a 2 was
counted as a 4, and vice versa.

The one exception to this rule was

question 1 in the clarity section.

The scores on this question

were not reversed because the wording of the question was such that
a good definition should already be awarded 5 points.

An average

score for the eight raters was then derived for each of the three
categories.
These three average definition adequacy scores for each
definition were then correlated, using the Product Moment method,
with the average of the observer reliability scores that the four
observer pairs recorded from the first 10 minute training trials of
Experiment I.

These observer reliability scores were computed with

the averaged S-I, U-I method.

A linear regression analysis was

also performed on this data in order to determine how well
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reliability scores could be predicted from the clarity, complete
ness and objectivity of the definition.

Since these first trials

preceded any collaboration, the obtained reliability scores
reflected reliability obtained from the use of the written
definition alone, without the extra interpretations which are
generated by verbal instructions from the experimenter and by
collaboration with a co-observer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to determine if clarity, completeness, and
objectivity are completely independent dimensions of a defini
tion, a Product Moment intercorrelation was performed.

The

results (Table 3) support Hawkins' (1973) contention that
these dimensions are not completely independent.

A definition

which is clear will also tend to be complete, and objective,
and vice versa.

However, the Product Moment correlation between

these three dimensions and the averaged S-I, U-I observer
reliability (Table 3) indicates that a definition which is clear,
complete, and objective may not be reliable.

In order to more

precisely determine just how well these three dimensions predict
the averaged S-I, U-I reliability score, a multiple linear
regression analysis was performed.

Since this test yielded a

score of only 1.24 (with 3, and 11 df, p > .25) the judged
clarity, completeness, and objectivity combined appears to be
of no help in predicting the reliability score.

Because

these dimensions are unable to predict the observer reliability

score, an analysis of each separate dimension's ability to predict
observer reliability would be meaningless.

Since Experiment I

demonstrated that 98% of the averaged S-I, U-I reliability score
could be attributed to the response rate of the behavior, only 2%
could be attributed to anything else.

Therefore, it is not

surprising that the three dimensions of definition adequacy failed to
predict the degree of observer reliability.
However, even if the response rate were less able to predict
the observer reliability score (as was the case with I-I reliability),
the lack of agreement among the raters regarding the degree to
which each definition met the various criteria would have precluded
the use of these dimensions as predictive measures of observer
reliability.

Of a total 13 questions that each of the eight raters

scored for each definition, an average of 3.9 were rated "5" by at
least one rater, and "l" by at least one other rater.

Furthermore,

an average of 6.3 more questions had a discrepancy between raters of
4 points.

That means that an average of 10.8 of the 13 questions

completed for each definition had a discrepancy or at least 4 points
on a 5 point scale for each of the definitions!

On the definition

for work, the discrepancy of 5 points occurs 11 times out of 13
questions.

These discrepancies do not appear to be the result of

one or two aberrant raters who were consistently deviant in their
ratings. Therefore, it appears that although the criteria for
clarity, completeness, and objectivity have good internal consistency
across questions (since their intercorrelation is high) they are
seriously lacking in consistency across raters.

Since any criterion
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TABLE 3
The Relation of Definition Adequacy to Reliability
Three measures of definition adequacy -- clarity,
completeness, and objectivity -- were correlated with the
averaged S-I, U-I reliability scores using the Product
Moment method of correlation. The definition adequacy,
and the observer reliability scores were averaged across
all the raters, and observers respectively, and both
were averaged across all definitions.
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TABLE 3

Item

Clarity

Completeness

Objectivity

Claritv

1.00

Completeness

0.57

1.00

Obi ectivitv
Averaged S-I, U-I
Reliabilitv

0.76

0.79

1.00

0.41

0.32

0.24

Reliability

1.00
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which lacks internal consistency can not be expected to predict
another variable, it is not surprising that neither clarity, com
pleteness, nor objectivity was able to predict the reliability score
satisfactorily.
The discrepancies between raters may be attributed to many
factors which are difficult to isolate with certainty.

Some

obvious contenders might be careless rating; or inadequate
directions, questions, or training.

Further investigation should be

done to determine what influence these factors may have had.

A

factor analysis could be done to determine which questions had
predictive value and further perfect the questions.

A training

period with collaboration on other definitions might also be
developed to facilitate consistency across raters.
In summary, the results of Experiment II failed to demonstrate
the usefulness of clarity, completeness, and objectivity in predict
ing the observer reliability score.

This may mean that these

dimensions are useless in predicting observer reliability.

However,

the large discrepancy in rater scoring, combined with the enormous
effect that the response rate had on the averaged S-I, U-I
observer reliability score prevents one from making that a definitive
statement.
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Appendix A
Data Sheets
Each definition symbol which was to be recorded in
the 15 minute period was entered at the top of the chart
with only one definition symbol per column. As the period
progressed, the observer moved down the chart, marking
the definition symbol in the appropriate column if the
behavior occurred in that time interval, or a 11- 1 if the
behavior was not observed to occur. The double lines
indicate the occurrence of a 10 second rest interval in
which no response was recorded.
1
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Appendix B
Observer Pledge
Each observer read, and signed this pledge before
participating in this study.
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OBSERVER CONTRACT
I p romise to appear punctually at the specified time for each
scheduled session unless I have notified the experimenter at least
eighteen hours prior to the session that I could not attend.
Furthermore, I shall observe and record the designated behaviors as
accurately as possible, and shall follow all the procedures as in
structed, even though I do not know the purpose of this study.

Thus,

I shall refrain from comparing my records, either verbally, or
visually, with those of my partner or any other observer engaged in
this study.
In exchange for this time and effort, I shall receive 20 points
toward the final grade in Dr. Hawkins 597 or 697 class.
Signed
Witnessed
Note:

The last paragrap h was omitted for groups 2 and 3.

Appendix C
Definitions, and Definition Symbols
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DEFINITIONS
Code

Title

MO

Mouthing Objects:

Bringing thumb, fingers, pencils, or any
object in contact with the mouth.

BP

Bad Posture:

Using arms for support of the upper part
of the body when some part of the body
other than the feet are in contact with
the chair or the floor. Examples:
elbows on table, lying on the floor.

IP

Initiation to
Peer:

Subject talks to, or in some way tries
for attention of peer.

PI

Peer Initiation:

Peer talks to, pokes or in some way tries
for attention of subject.

Work:

A child may be engaged in appropriate
group activity but not working, eg. ob
serve a movie. Work means at desk on
Academic Projects. Must work on teacher
assigned task. Recorded when engaged in
reading, writing, arithmetic, basic skills.

Not Attending:

Subject isn't attending to his work or
to a lesson being taught, etc.: May be
looking out the window, watching the
observer, or other children, drawing
when he is supposed to be watching
teacher demonstrate arithmetic, leaning
down to tie his shoe, turning his chair.

ST

Sitting at
Table:

Subject is sitting on a chair facing a
table which is no more than two feet in
front of him. Exclude times when his
chest is turned more than 90 degrees
away from the table, and sitting on the
table.

p

Proximity:

Scored any time the subject is within
arms reach of another person, whether he
is sitting, standing, or lying down.

R

Recitation:

Coded whenever subject recites, answers
teachers questions, reads out loud,
gives a speech, or performs before the
class.

w
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DEFINITIONS
Code

Title

PF

Picking object
off Floor:

Lifting any object from the surface of
the floor. Do not count taking things
off chairs, tables, etc.

NB

Appropriate Group
Behavior or
Normative Behavior:

Coded whenever .the subject's behavior
is task-directed activity appropriate
for that time and situation. Included
would be listening to the teacher ex
plain a lesson, painting during an art
class, singing with others during
music, lining up with the rest of the
class to go for recess, etc. The ob
server should take care not to include
any behavior that might be more appro
priately characterized as recitation.

IFM

Inappropriate
Fine Motor:

Manipulating small objects or fingers
alone which is not task related, and
does not make an audible noise.
Examples: playing with tokens, turn
ing a pencil, moving and watching
fingers, playing with eye glasses.
Exceptions: any objects which are
brought in contact with the mouth
during the interval.

VE

Verbalization:

Carrying on conversations with other
children when it is not permitted.
Answers teacher without raising hand or
without being called on; making
comments or calling out remarks when no
questions have been asked; calling
teachers name to get her attention;
crying, screeming, singing, whistling,
laughing, coughing, or blowing loudly.
These responses may be directed to
teacher or children.

TA

Turning Around:

Turning head or head and body to look
at another person, showing objects to
another child, attending to another
child. Must be of 4-sec. duration, or
more than 90 degrees using desk as a
reference. Not rated unless seated.
If this response overlaps two time
intervals and cannot be rated in the
first because it is less than 4-sec.
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DEFINITIONS
Code

Title
duration, then rate in the interval in which
the end of the response occurs.

VO

Volunteers:

Coded whenever subject raises his hand or in
some other manner indicates a desire to recite
or do whatever else the teacher may have asked
for, e.g., someone to pick up papers; may be
either in a class discussion or in a small
group.

Appendix D
A Procedure for Insuring the Accuracy
of the Tabulated Scores Derived
From the Observers' Score Charts
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A Procedure for Insuring the Accuracy
of the Tabulated Scores Derived
From the Observers' Score Charts
In order to insure proper tabulation of the data from the
observer's recording sheets, a cross-checking procedure was
developed.

This procedure organized the data according to the

formulas for the I-I, S-I, and U-I methods of calculating observer
reliability.

The numerator of S-I, and the denominator of U-I were

summed, and if tabulated correctly, equalled the denominator of I-I.
The denominator of S-I, and the numerator of U-I were similarly
summed, and should also equal the denominator of I-I.

Finally, the

numerators of S-I, and U-I were summed to equal the numerator of I-I.
For example, if S-I = 9/12, and U-I = 138/141, and I-I= 147/150,
then 9+ 141 = 150, 12

+

138 = 150, and 9

+ 138=

147.

This procedure not only informs one if a mistake has been made,
it also indicates where the mistake was made.

Thus, if one

recorded a U-I score of say 136/141 by mistake, he could tell that
since 12

+ 136 f 150, the mistake was either in the denominator of

S-I, or the numerator of U-I, assuming that the total number of
intervals possible was accurately calculated to be 150.
more, since 9 + 136 f 147, but 9

+

Further

141 = 150, one could determine

that a mistake was made in the U-I numerator.

Appendix E
Characteristics of a Good Definition

This was Developed by Dr. R. P. Hawkins (1973).
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD DEFINITION
A good definition consists of a set of clear, complete, and
objective directions for an observer to follow in recording the tar
get behavior.

Each of these three characteristics will be discussed

in order.
The clarity of a definition refers to the ease with which it
can be understood and followed by an observer.
ambiguities or unnecessarv verbage.

It must not contain

Once you have written a

definition that you feel is unambiguous and highly readable, it is
wise to ask one or two other people who are experienced at recording
behavior to read it and then repeat it to you in their own words.

If

they have no difficulty, you can have greater confidence that you
have written a clear definition.

The next test will come with

reliability checking.
By making a definition complete or thorough, one designs it to
cover a wide variety of circumstances, including changes in the topo
graphy of the behavior and in the circumstances under which it occurs.
Although the behavior may be quite obvious and pose no problems of
definition early in the experiment, it may become much subtler,
shorter in duration or otherwise different in topography later,
especially if the experiment is designed to weaken the behavior.

It

is also fairly common for new responses to appear that are on the
borderlines of the definition, behaviors that were not occurring
at all, early in the experiment.
By "completeness" I mean the following:
51

(1) The definition has
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a good, descriptive name, such as "In-seat behavior," "Verbal
approval," "Correctness of spelling performance," "Spilling food,''
"Compliance with commands," "Commands," "Questions," or "Correct
answers to questions."

(2) The definition states one or more general

rules that explicitly define all of the behavior to be recorded.
Rules set the "boundaries" of what is included in and what is excludThus, in defining "Contributing to class

ed from the behavior.

discussion" one might begin with "A contribution is any oral verbal
ization relevant to the topic being discussed, whether a statement or
a question, and without regard to whether the subject was first given
permission to speak.

11

1

Note that several defining rules or character

istics are presented in that single, brief statement.

(3)

The

definition includes a further elaboration regarding inclusions and/or
exclusions, thus making the boundaries even clearer.

For example,

the above definition might go on to say, "If the teacher asks a
question that can be answered non-verbally, such as 'How many people
think the answer is thirty-six?', the child's response is not
counted unless it includes relevant verbalization such as 'I do.'
Simply raising his hand would not be counted."

(4)

The definition

includes some examples, especially examples of inclusions and ex
clusions that might be difficult for the observer to judge.

The

above example might continue "Thus, if the teacher said, 'Which way

This definition was designed for use in a situation where the
teacher accepts contributions without first giving permission to
speak. The term "relevant" obviously needs definition as well.
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is east?' and the subject pointed, no response would be counted. 2
11

Sometimes the examples are the most important part of the definition
because the general statement of defining rules is too abstract by
itself.

In some cases the examples are the whole definition, in the

sense that only a few forms of the general behavior are going to be
recorded.

This restriction to a few forms of the behavior may be

done for the sake of objectivity, perhaps because many of the be
haviors are very difficult to define objectively.

Th us, although

"Cooperative play" could take a wide variety of forms, Hart, Reynolds,
Baer, Brawley, and Harris (1968) limited their definition of it as
follows:

"Cooperative play was defined specifically as any of the

following activities:

pulling a child or being pulled by a child in

a wagon; handing an object to a child, or pouring into his hands or
into a container held by him; helping a child by supporting him
physically, or bringing, putting away, or building something
verbalized as expressly for him; sharing something with a child by
digging in the same hole, carrying the same structure or construction
(such as a chain of manipulative toys, or a block house).
In practice, a particular definition may not have all of these
characteristics and still be sufficiently complete.

It depends on

the particular behavior, the setting in which it occurs, and the
means by which it is recorded.

For example, in defining "Accuracy

of mathematics answers", you might say "Accuracy will be judged by
2This particular rule is not necessarily recommended. The point
is that you should try to foresee problems the observer might run
into and have rules he can apply.
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correspondence between the answer on the paper and the answer in the
teacher's manual.

Should the problem itself have been copied wrong

from the book and the computation be correct, the answer will still
be counted correct (for recording data, but not for consequation)
because it is the computation skill we are assessing here."

Note

that this definition includes a descriptive name (#1, above), a
general rule (#2, above), and an elaboration (#3, above).

It

includes no example, as it probably needs none.
The objectivity of a definition refers to the degree to which
different people interpret it in the same way.

This is not complete

ly independent of completeness and clarity, but a definition can be
clear (repeatable by others) and complete (inclusive and exclusive
in a sufficiently comprehensive way) and still be subjective.

For

example, if one defined "anger" as "Any time the subject clearly
feels angry, hostile, irritated, or inclined to strike back or
withdraw because someone has been inconsiderate, hurtful, or
competitive," one might have a reasonably complete and clear (at
least in the sense of repeatable) definition, but one does not have
an objective one.

The definition must refer to observables as ex

plicitly as possible.

Probably "anger" could be defined in objective

terms, especially if one chose to limit the definition to a sample of
certain forms of angry behavior that can readily be delineated
verbally.

The only test of the objectivity of a definition is the

reliability check.

If several different people using the same

definitions and recording independently, obtain nearly identical data,
the definition is adequately objective.
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The final test of the overall quality of a definition is the
reliability check.

Unfortunately, the reliability check has served

this purpose rather inadequately in most research, however, for three
reasons.

The first inadequacy of reliability checking has to do with

independence of recording.

If two or more observers are recording

the same behavior at the same time, but are not recording totally
independent of one another, there is no way to determine whether the
resulting reliability score reflects the adequacy of the definition
or the degree to which one observer was influenced by the other's
recording.

This influence can be obvious or subtle.

Some of the

more commonly overlooked problems of independence are the observer's
being able to hear when the other observer records something
(especially when audible stopwatches are used in duration recording,
but also when an observer uses a surface to record on that produces
an audible sound when a record is made), and the obervers' being able
to read the grading marks made by another observer in scoring a per
manent product such as an English paper.

Very few research reports

describe what precautions were taken to assure independence of
recording, and many of them even fail to mention whether the
experimenters even thought the recording was done independently.

It

is fair to assume that in a great many of the published studies there
were no adequate precautions taken to assure independence.
The second inadequacy of reliability checking as a test of the
quality of a definition has to do with the training of observers.
Most experimenters train observers by having them repeatedly record
the same behavior as an expert observer is recording and then compare
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their records.
of agreement.

They keep doing this until they reach a high level
This would be fine if they were not using the same

(or similar) definitions being used in the research.

When the same

definitions are being used in training as in research, one has no
way of knowing what the real, operational definition is, it is in
The observer

the recording behavior of the observer, not on paper.

has learned to omit the same recording behavior as his trainer (that
is, his recording responses have come under very similar stimulus
control), but the degree to which that corresponds to the verbal
definition reported is completely unknown.

Thus, the explicit (re

ported) definition has not been assessed at all, only an implicit
(verbally unexpressed) definition has been assessed.
be a problem except for two limitations:

This might not

(1) an implicit definition

is probably much more susceptable to unintentional modification, such
as by the experimenter's desire to obtain certain results; and (2)
scientists in other "laboratories" cannot apply the same method of
measuring the behavior, since the real definition is unknown, and
thus the study can never be replicated or extended upon.
The third inadequacy of reliability checking as an assessment of
the quality of the definition applies primarily in the case of
interval recording.

Hawkins and Dotson (1972) have shown that the

most popular method of calculating inter-observer agreement from
interval data produces scores that are very sensitive to the frequency
and/or duration of the behavior, not simply to the agreement between
the observers.
Even when independence of recording is assured, when the

reliability-checking observer is not pre-trained on the definition of
interest but is simply handed a written form of the definition, and
when frequency recording is used, reliability checks can still be
an inadequate test of the quality of a definition.

First, a second

observer may happen to have a similar implicit definition of the
behavior as the primary observer; thus, as one increases the number
of second observers employed, one increases the confidence that the
explicit definition itself is being assessed.

Second, a definition

may be so poor as to be virtually useless in another "laboratory" or
later in the same experiment, and still it may product high inter
observer agreement with several observers if the topography of the
target behavior (or something about the environment in which it
occurs, such as the behavior of others in response to the subject's
behavior) is such that it is extremely easy to discriminate from all
other behavior.

The solution would seem to be writing a defi11ition

that �ear_§_ to be clear, complete, 3nd objective and then checking
reliability frequently throughou�t the s tc1dy.

If this is done, 3nd

if several different secondary observers are employed during t�e
study 3 high reliability scores throughout the study will indicate
that at least for that particular study the definition was sufficient
ly complete, clear and objective.

If one also wishes to assure that

the definition will be highly replicable in other "labo_:-atories", one
must also cneck reliability with a variety of subjects and settings.
The practice you get, in thi; course,

3t

writing definitions is

designed to help you in conducting experimental analyses.

Since both

the topography of the target behavior and its envirorunent would be
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likely to c:hange during

J.11

exaeriinental analysis, the reliability

scores you 9et with your "baseline" defioi tions will not be coosideI'
ed an adequate test of the quality of the definition.
quality will be judged on non-empirical grounds.

Instead, the

Their completeness,

cl=uity and objectivity will De judged logically, on the basis of my
own experien:e.

In your experimental analysis you will De able to

get an ernpirical assessment of the quality of the definition for
every purpose except that of replicability across "laboratories".
Therefore, in the experimental analysis more weight will be given to
your empirical evidence (inter-observer agreement scores) regarding
the quality of the definition than to my judgement of the definition
itself.

However, the empirical evidence will be considered convinc

ing only if you have employed three or more secondary observers; if
one of them was my assistant; if their recording was done on the
basis of the written definition alone (with the exception of a few
questions and answers that simply serve the purpose of confirming
that the secondary observer understood what was written); and if five
or more reliability checks are conducted during the study.
Don't let all of this scare you.

In grading baselines and

experimental analyses I have never taken off more than 1/4 of the
possible points for a poor definition, and very few people have lost
that many.

I am simply trying to point out the characteristics I

see as essential to a good definition, so that you will be better
able to evaluate and improve your own attempts at definition writing:
and at the same time I am trying to explain why your reliability
scores do not serve as the primary basis of my grading the definitions

you write.
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Appendix F
Definition Adequacy Rating Form
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Title of Definition
Please independently rate each of
the fifteen definitions on this form.
Read the entire rating form before fill
ing out any of it, so you can respond
separately to each item independent of
the others.
Clarity:
1.

The definition contains ambiguities.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

The definition is easily readable.

1

2

3

4

5

Completeness:
1.

The definition has a good descrip
tive name.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

The definition states one or more
general rules that explicitly define
all of the behavior to be recorded.

1

2

3

4

5

3.

The definition includes a further
elaboration regarding inclusions
and/or exclusions.

1

2

3

4

5

4.

The elaborations are sufficient to
delineate the behavior well.

1

2

3

4

5

5.

The elaborations really help define
the behavior.

1

2

3

4

5

6.

The definitions include some examples.

1

2

3

4

5

7.

The examples are sufficient to further
facilitate easy recognition.

1

2

3

4

5

8.

The examples really help to define
the behavior.

1

2

3

4

5

9.

All in all the definition seems com
plete; i.e. it deals with all situa
tions which I would expect to encounter

1

2

3

4

5
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Title of Definition
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Objectivity:
1.

The definition is objective.

1

2

3

4

5

2.

No inference is necessary.

1

2

3

4

5

